Zimmerman Park
Improvements
Pedestrian Path
Dog Exercise Area
Town of Chevy Chase Public Forum
September 26, 2018

Speaker Notes
• Introductions and address any administrative issues before starting
• Thanks to Land Use Comm. for work behind this presentation
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Meeting Objectives


Review three topics:
 Zimmerman
 Pedestrian
 Dog

Park

Path

Exercise Area



Present very preliminary concepts



Gather resident feedback & ideas



Not here to debate the issues



Future opportunities for comment

Speaker Notes
• Briefly discuss meeting objectives and ask audience to hold questions until the end
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Where is Zimmerman Park?

Speaker Notes
North side of Town, bordering EWH
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Zimmerman Park Overview



Big -- 30,000 sf, 750 ft long



4 Elements to Balance

Speaker Notes
Biggest green space in the town, over 30K sf, over 750 ft long (almost 3 football
fields) 150 ft wide at widest
Odd shape, narrow south end, widens toward EWH
Unprogrammed space with trees, grass, and plantings along the west border, no
sidewalk
Considering balancing 4 different functions: Garden (separate forum last Saturday),
open green space, path, DEA
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Zimmerman Park Entrance

View from EWH
Attractive, green, fairly quiet
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Zimmerman Park West Side

Lots of attractive plantings on slope up to houses on west side
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Zimmerman Park South View

View looking south to thin end of the park
No sidewalk
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Zimmerman Park South End

South end has some nice garden plantings and also has a bench and some plaques to
honor Town residents
Naomi Kaminski, Mier Wolf, Georgella Hefty
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Zimmerman Park North View

Opens up quite a bit towards the north … room to support multiple activities?
No sidewalk, no legal parking, mainly construction vehicles park on Maple
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Zimmerman Park Open Green

Dog walkers, kids sometimes use this wide, open green area to run around in.
Although parents of young children and pets worry about busy EWH so close, so
north end of park gets little use.
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Pedestrian Path - Background


Need safe route to Bethesda and B-CC
High School



Lynn Drive path lost due the closure of
the Capital Crescent Trail



Students already created a shortcut trail

Speaker Notes
• Today there is a makeshift path across the park created by students
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Current Pedestrian Trail

The student path skirts the muddy “rain garden”
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Current Pedestrian Trail

Another branch of the path cuts across lawn, and up steep hill about 10/12 feet high
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Trail Exit to East West Hwy

The student path comes out here on EWH
Note hydrant and metal guard rail. This guard rail opening is why path comes our
here.
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Potential Pedestrian Paths

Speaker Notes
• Brown path indicates the main student trail. It is the shortest way to EWH/BCC.
• Other non-student pedestrians cut across the lawn more to the east to the bus
stop. When it is wet, people avoid going across the park, and take the longer
sidewalk route.
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Pedestrian Path Issues


Current shortcut path isn’t ideal
 Lacks

stairs and is slippery when wet

 Steep,
 Not

muddy, dark

usable by many residents

 Very

close to neighbors

 Determined


by opening on EWH

Better path could:
 Address
 Serve

these flaws

multiple pedestrian uses

 Offer

pleasant walk with connections to
garden area

Speaker Notes
The current student trail has a number of problems. We can do better.
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Alternate New Paths

The dotted line is the current trail. Alternate paths to the east could avoid the steep
slope and perhaps avoid the need to build stairs and railings.
An alternate path could be better for immediate neighbor, more open, visible, easier
for adults. It would also be safer with low level lighting.
The guard rail could be cut to create a better opening for a new path.
However, the new path would add a few seconds to student commute time, and so
some might still prefer the original shortcut.
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Path Material Example

A new path should be permeable, and use rustic materials that feel more like a walk
in the park (as opposed to an urban sidewalk)
Maybe wood chips like the original Lynn Path or “gravel lock” like this curved CCV
path for right feel, with the odd bench along the way.
The new path should connect with and complement the Dennison garden.
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Potential Pedestrian Paths



Fortify existing path/stairs/rail



or Develop alternate path



Connect entire park

Speaker Notes
• Choice is do nothing (1), (2) Formalize and Improve existing path, build stairs with
rail, move hydrant?
• Or (3) create a new, less steep, long path to the East (cut barrier), creating a “nice
walk in the park”
• (A quick show of hands shows majority there support option 3)
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Dog Exercise Area
DEA -- enclosed space where dogs and
their owners can exercise off-leash

Shift to DEA discussion
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DEA - Background


Town resident petition with >300 signatures for DEA


Estimated the Town dog population over 400



Noted importance of exercise for dog health



Value of community interaction for owners



Help solve problems: residents use Lawton tennis
courts and CCES playground or walk dogs off leash



Zimmerman Park identified for an exercise area since
it’s the only open space large enough in Town

Speaker Notes
How did we get to be talking about DEA?
The number of signatures on petition asking the Town to consider a DEA has grown,
and the dog population may also be higher than this estimate.
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DEA Process Steps
DEA petition completed and presented to Town Council
Council agreed to consider the idea, asks LUC to explore
LUC conducted research, developed concept options
LUC work posted work on Town website
This public forum conducted to collect resident feedback & ideas
LUC analyze feedback/issues gathered from residents
IF Council approves, hire professional to create detailed plans
Distribute detailed designs for review, comment, cost estimates
Public hearing to collect feedback on detailed design
IF Council approves, installation contractors hired
Installation begins Spring or Summer 2019

We are only part way through the process of considering a DEA. The analysis has
months to go, with several go – no go decision points along the way.
The ideas presented here are general CONCEPTS and this forum is a chance to get
preliminary feedback. It is not a decision making step.
There will be more opportunities for residents to give feedback if and when more
detailed designs are developed.
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Potential Benefits of DEA



Provide canine exercise, health, socialization



Encourage owner exercise and social community



Helps those with small or unfenced yards



Discourage delinquent activity in parks



Reduce leash law violations in other areas



Reduce pressure on CCES and tennis courts

DEAs can offer lots of benefits Also some significant concerns raised by residents …
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DEA – Issues & Concerns
liability concerns?
 Impact on water quality?
 How big would it be?
 What would it look like?
 Who could use it? When?
 What would it cost to build and maintain?
 Impacts on neighbor safety, noise, parking,
property values, odor, crime, etc.?


Speaker Notes
. Residents have raised a number of issues that need to be addressed. Many have
been explored to some extent by the LUC (see report on website), but most will
need more analysis.
. We can all appreciate why dog owners might want a park, also all understand why
immediate neighbors might have concerns. let’s share some background first, and
then talk about each of the concerns in turn.
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Other DEAs -- Section 3 Gazebo Park

Speaker Notes
LUC and others have looked at dog parks in the area to see what we can learn from
them
CC section 3 park is very successful community center with 10,000 sf, multiuse,
limited dog hours, grass, attractive plantings, benches, tables
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Other DEAs : Village Brookville Park

Speaker Notes
The Village of CC recently completed a new , 8,100 SF in fenced dedicated dog area
on Brookville Rd. and Quincy.
no grass inside, crushed stone and gravel lock, plantings
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Other DEAs -- Ellsworth Dog Park

Speaker Notes
• MOCO has 6 DEAS, only one, Ellsworth in Silver Spring off Colesville Rd. is within
beltway.
• It is large, 20,000 SF with wood chips
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DEA – How Big?


No standard size
 Range from 5,000 SF to 70 acres
 12 DC DEAs range from 5,000 to 14,000 SF



Initially, 3 sizes under consideration
 Zimmerman total
30,000 SF
 Ellsworth park
20,000 SF
 CC3 Gazebo park
10,000 SF
 Large DEA
9,300 SF
 CC Village DEA
8,140 SF
 Medium DEA
5,800 SF
 Tennis courts
5,600 SF
 Small DEA
4,000 SF
 Small back yard
2,500 SF

Speaker Notes
IF we were to have a DEA how big should it be? Consider size options in context of
other spaces
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DEA – Large Option


About 9,300 sf. limited dog hours, multi-use

Speaker Notes
• A large option would need to be multi-purpose, like CC3 so the green space could
be used by others too. Dogs would have limited morning and evening hours and
people would have priority use otherwise. Surface would probably be grass (like
CC3)
• Clearly nice option for dogs, but uses almost 1/3rd of total park, and most of the
open field.
• Provides a nice walking loop around the park about ¼ mile there and back.
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DEA – Small Option


About 4,000 sf., dedicated dog use

Speaker Notes
Small 4,000 SF option would be dedicated for dogs only since it leaves lots of other
space for people, only 13 % of total park.
Smaller than the tennis courts, less dog capacity, so probably more hours of use
Might be stone dust or other durable surface material that would make it cheaper
to maintain
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DEA – Medium Option


About 5,800 sf., multiuse possibility open

Speaker Notes
Middle option about 20% of total park, better for dogs, acceptable for people?
Could be grass to keep multi use option available, hours could vary to reflect
demand and neighbor preferences
Remember, very conceptual, size/shape would be optimized by professional
designers
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DEA Design Issues -- Fencing

Speaker Notes
Fencing needs to be strong, low maintenance, high enough to keep dogs from
jumping out (5 to 6 ft.), and open to see the dogs, but perhaps closed to EWH
Needs to be attractive, and economical
Picket fence, wrought iron, black steel, post and wire are all possibilities – big cost
and appearance factor. Would have landscaping in front to make it attractive
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DEA Design Issues – Surface Material

Speaker Notes
Grass surface like CC3 looks nice, best for multi-purpose, but needs patching or
resodding from time to time.
Crushed stone here at CCV is low maintenance, permeable, easier to clean, but hard
on dog paws?
Wood chips (like Ellsworth park), astro turf, sand, also possible. All have pros and
cons, major cost implications.
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DEA Safety & Liability Issues

One safety improvement factor is the double gate design (this is CCV) – standard DEA
feature to protect dogs and people.
No known liability incidents at all at Gazebo Park or CCV, Town insurance would cover
liability risk with no increase in premium.
Posted DEA rules help manage liability and notify dog owners they are
legally/financially responsible.
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DEA – Water Issues

Coquelin Run in culvert under Zimmerman Park.
Need to insure that DEA runoff would not damage the creek.
Might be a good idea to install bioswales at low end of DEA to capture and
filter any water run-off.
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DEA – Water Issues

The park often seems soggy after a storm. This is photo from an unusually rainy day
last week (courtesy of Christine Korkor)
DEA would not be used when it is wet, to minimize damage to turf , muddy dogs, and
prevent runoff problems.
Need to engage professional expert to assess this key issue carefully.
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DEA Issues -- Access


Who could use the DEA? When?




Zimmerman is public park, so open to all, with limits


Dog must be vaccinated, not aggressive, etc.



Limit number of dogs



Limit use hours



Limited Parking (like CC3 and CCV) prevent overuse

Should use of dog exercise area be membership-based?


Some DEAs have an annual membership fee



Open to all who become members



DEA locked during off hours/at night



Members would monitor and help enforce rules

• Speaker Notes Any dog exercise area within Zimmerman Park would also be open
to everyone because of a covenant on the deed which conveyed the Park to the
Town.
• Town could charge a fee, but it would have to open to and paid equally by all users
regardless of whether they live in the Town.
• Hours of operation would be determined based on resident input.
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DEA – Usage Rules


DEAs post many rules of use, for example:
 Owners

must remain in the dog exercise area
with their dogs and keep their dogs in sight and
under their control at all times

 Only

2 dogs per person in the dog exercise area
at any one time.

 Any

dog barking continuously or uncontrollably
must be removed from the dog exercise area.



Rules for a Town DEA would be developed using
legal advice and resident input

Speaker Notes
See many detailed rules posted on website (LUC report)
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DEA – Cost


Size, surface material, fencing used impact
construction and maintenance costs



Chevy Chase Village DEA installation cost over
$100K, but zero annual cost



Chevy Chase Section 3 zero installation, but
spends $15K to $20K per year for maintenance



Very rough guestimates of costs for Town DEA:
 Construction
 Annual



- $75,000-$100,000

maintenance - $5,000-$15,000

Would dog owners contribute to cost?

Speaker Notes
Can’t know cost until design details developed.
Ours might cost less because we can build on lessons learned from others
Cost might be reduced by user fees – show of hands suggests most willing to pay.
E.g., 200 people @ $75 per year = $15K
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Discussion & Feedback

Speaker Notes
• Open the floor for questions and comments. Explain we are not here to debate or
resolve every issue tonight
• Goal is to create comprehensive list including everyone’s concerns to be addressed
as we move forward
• Encourage civil discourse and respect for other opinions.
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DEA – Can We Solve Concerns?


Liability concerns?

- What are the risks?
- No problems in neighboring DEAs?

- OK with Town insurance?
- Explicit rules on use?
- Use at own risk


Water quality?

- Work with water experts
- Limit use on wet days
- Bioswale, etc.



Noise concerns?

- Little barking generally?
-

Not much compared to EWH noise?
No use/noise after dusk
Can limit use hours to manage noise
Landscape screening, noise fence?

Speaker Notes (more issues on FAQ on website)
Residents have raised a number of concerns. Try to touch on all that have been
mentioned. Can we work together to solve some of them?
Any comments or ideas on these 3? Focus comments on these 3 and we will get to
others next. Keep comments short.
Will stay until everyone who wants to speak can make their point.
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DEA – Can We Solve Concerns?


Crime impacts?

- DEAs promote reduction in crime?
- Restrict use to paying members?



Health impacts?

- Good for dog (and owner) health
- No evidence of disease elsewhere?
- Vigilance required to keep clean



Eyesore?

- Not with good design and materials
- Landscaping to screen and enhance
- Good maintenance is key



Property value?

- Evidence of value impacts elsewhere?
- Seen as neighborhood amenity?
- Move further from homes?
- Landscaping could help

Speaker Notes
. Other comments on just these 4 things?
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DEA – Can We Solve Concerns?


Save greenspace?

- Park is large – room to share
- Park not used much now,
especially north end
-



Parking problems?

Can switch to multiuse as needed
Design DEA to maximize green space
DEA could be green too
Keep dogs off non DEA greenspace
Ideas to improve remaining greenspace?

- Not a problem CC3 and CCV?
-

Need a few spaces for distant residents?
Could be short term parking only?
No entrance from EW to Maple now
Must be enforced better
More trees to screen view from EWH

Speaker Notes
. (more issues on FAQ on website)
30K sf is a lot, should be able to provide something for everyone?
Comments on these two issues?
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DEA – Can We Solve Concerns?


Too expensive?



Other factors

-

- Better dog behavior in general?
-



Depends on size and materials
More up front $ vs low annual cost
Dog owners are willing to chip in?
Could be zero net annual cost?

Keep dogs off CCES?
Keep dogs off tennis courts?
Stop off leash walks in Town?
DEA incentive/peer pressure?
Probation period design?

Other concerns to list and investigate?



Speaker Notes
Any new concerns or ideas to add to list?
Grass easy to return to park if it does not work out
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DEA Remaining Hoops

Speaker Notes
• Still have lots of hurdles and hoops to jump through…. Appreciate your patience
with Town and with each other.
• Stay tuned and keep sending in comments and suggestions
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